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Abstract: The project proposes a Compressed Video Steganographic Scheme. A video is extracted to frames
using Motion Estimation code. The each frames of video has simultaneously relationship between one frames
to another frames but some objects are only difference between this frames. So the video frames extracted using
this unrelated objects. Inthe steganography of the data hiding operations are executed entirely inthe extracted
frames. Toenlarge the capacity of hidden secret information and toprovide an imperceptible stegano-image for
video vision. Steganography is the art of hiding while thecommunication is taking place, by hiding information
inother information.Many different carrier file formats canbe used, images, videos. This joint space and time
(spatio-temporal) approach is demonstrated experimentally to consistently lead to improved video quality and
in many cases to give better compression rates and improved computational speed.
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INTRODUCTION By pure definition, analytics is the discovery and

The key to understanding big data is that managed business, analytics should be viewed as the extensive use
so that it can be met the business requirement a given of data, statistical and quantitative analysis, using
solution is designed to support. Big data poses both explanatory and predictive models to drive fact-based
opportunities  and  challenges  for  businesses.  In order business management decisions and actions. Analytics
to  extract  value  from  big  data,  it  must be processed helps to optimize key processes, functions and roles. It
and  analyzed  in  a  timely  manner  and  the  results need can be leveraged to aggregate both internal and external
to be available in such a way as to be able to effect data. It enables organizations to meet stakeholder
positive change or influence business decisions. The reporting demands, manage massive data volumes, create
effectiveness also relies on an organization having the market advantages, manage risk, improve controls and,
right combination of people, process and technology. ultimately, enhance organizational performance by turning

The proposed includes about a detailed and information into intelligence.
methodical bigdata survey of related work for measuring
relationships or results. Experiments on Wikipedia Related Work: A number of network systems have
showing that the method is the most appropriate one. sprung up in recent years, driven by both hardware and
Working with real-world data, have to identified certain software advances in mobile devices. Some early systems
characteristics of traffic data such as temporal patterns of bring the living room experience to small screens on the
rush hours or the spatial impacts of accidents which can move. But they focus more on barrier clearance in order to
be incorporated into a data-mining technique to make it realize the convergence of the television network and the
much more accurate. For example, for generic time-series, mobile network, than exploring the demand of “social”
the observations made in the immediate past are usually interactions among mobile users. 
a good indication of the short-term future. However, for
traffic time series, this is not true at the edges of the rush Problem Statement: The former consists of linguistic or
hours. In that case, the historical observations (perhaps language forms of hidden writing. The later, such as
for that same day, time and location) are  better  predictors invisible ink, try of hide messages physically. One
of future. disadvantage of linguistic videos is that users must equip

communication of meaningful patterns in data but for
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themselves to have a good knowledge of linguist. In where the focus is on user data etc. The remainder of this
recent years, everything is trending toward digitization. discussion focuses on collaborative filtering for user data,
And with the development of the internet technology, although some of the methods and approaches may apply
digital media can be transmitted conveniently over the to the other major applications as well.
network. Therefore, messages can be secretly carried by The project has an assumption that is both the
digital media by using the steganography techniques and sender and receiver must have shared some secret
then be transmitted through the internet rapidly. information before imprisonment. Pure steganography

Steganography is the art of hiding the fact that means that there is none prior information shared by two
communication is taking place, by hiding information from communication parties.
other information. Many different carrier file formats can The art of detecting unwanted video's is referred to
be used, but digital images are the most popular because as Stegano-analysis. To put is simply unwanted video's
of their frequency on the internet. For hiding secret involves detecting the use of unwanted video's inside of
information in images, there exist a large variety of a file. Unwanted video's does not deal with trying to
steganography techniques some are more complex than decrypt the hidden information inside of a file just
others and all of them have respective strong and weak discovering it.
points. There are many methods that can be used to detect

The project has an assumption that is both the unwanted videos such as-Viewing the file and comparing
sender and receiver must have shared some secret it to another copy of the file found on the Internet (Picture
information before imprisonment. Pure steganography file). There are usually multiple copies of images on the
means that there is none prior information shared by two internet, so you may want to look for several of them and
communication parties. try and compare the suspect file to them. For example if

So, here we prepared this application, to make the you download a JPED and your suspect file is also a JPED
information hiding simpler and user friendly. and the two files look almost identical apart from the fact

Proposed System: The proposed system, Social network suspect file has hidden information inside of it.
the design of a data upload -based, novel like social
message  passed   system.  The  system  effectively SIMULATION AND RESULT
utilizes both PaaS (Platform-as-a-Service) and IaaS
(Infrastructure-as  a-  Service)  cloud  services  to  offer In previous review, create user and login the
the living-room experience of video watching to a group application and upload the video and different user can
of disparate users who can interact socially while sharing see the videos and every one can comment the about
the video. To guarantee good streaming quality as video's. In next level, planned to split the video unwanted
experienced by the mobile users with time varying run related video, user can delete from the queue.
wireless connectivity, we employ a surrogate for each Additionally here going to implementing the filtering
user in the IaaS cloud for video downloading and social algorithm.
exchanges on behalf of the user.

Collaborative filtering (CF) is a technique used by CONCLUSION
some recommender systems. Collaborative filtering has
two senses, a narrow one and a more general one. In The point out the difficulty in IAP clustering and
general, collaborative filtering is the process of filtering then propose two strategies to solve it. Correspondingly,
for information or patterns using  techniques  involving two IAP clustering algorithms IAPKM and IAPNA are
collaboration among multiple agents, viewpoints, data proposed. Five popular labelled data sets and real world
sources etc. Applications of collaborative filtering time series are used to evaluate the performance of
typically involve very large data sets. Collaborative IAPKM and IAPNA. Experimental results validate the
filtering methods have been applied to many different effectiveness of IAPKM and IAPNA. The proposition of
kinds of data including: sensing and monitoring data such IAPKM is inspired by combining K-Medoids and AP
as in mineral exploration, environmental sensing over clustering, where AP clustering is good at finding an
large areas or multiple sensors; financial data such as initial exemplar set and K-Medoids is good at modifying
financial service institutions that integrate many financial the current clustering result according to new arriving
sources or in electronic commerce and web applications objects. Experimental results show the correctness of this

that one is larger than the other, it is most probable you
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idea. By combing K-Medoids and AP clustering, we can 10. Howard, P.G. and J.S. Vitter, 1994. Fast progressive
not only extend AP to competent an incremental lossless image compression, in Proc. Data Compre.
clustering task, but also improve the clustering Conf., Snowbird, UT,
performance of AP clustering. IAPNA is realized by a 11. Gifford,  E.A.,  B.R.  Hunt  and  M.W.  Marcellin,
technique called nearest neighbour assignment. The 1995. Image coding using adaptive recursive
proposition of NA is based on such an idea that” if two interpolative DPCM, IEEE Trans on Image Process.,
objects are similar, they should not only be clustered into 4(8): 1061-1069.
the same group, but also have the same statuses”. Both 12. Robinson, J.A., A. Druet and N. Gosset, 2000. Video
the two ideas are significant and will be very helpful in Compression With Binary Tree Recursive Motion
dynamic clustering design. Estimation And Binary Tree Residue Coding, IEEE
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